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ABS TRACT

The purpose of this practicum wa to develop a group of

innovative games in order to implement and reinforce the

teaching of metrication in the elementary school and to

utilize the John Marshall School as a laboratory for this

work. The administrator formed a committee of teachers

who were interested in games and in the creation of them

for instructional use in the classroom. The entire

staff and student body wore involved both during and

following the development process. Subsequent use of

these games in other schools indicated that in all

schools which will be teaching metricatien to elemen-

tary children there will be a great need for this type

of instauction.
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INT D TION

Thiring the 1973-1974 school year four n bers of the Boston

Clustor combined forces to tudy an effective way to in-

troduce the Metric System in the elementary school. Sub-

sequent analysis revealed that, even on the elementary

level, metrication will involve curriculum revision teaeher

retraining, pupil incentives, material. search, and methods

and techniques that might be successful in stimulating and

main staff interest in the teaching of metrics.

During the Month of May 1974 the four schools under the

administration of the Nova members embarked on the intro-

duction of the Metric System (SI). Most teachers and all

children were enthusiastic. The inter at of many teachers

palled somewhat as they ran out of materials as well

ideas for new presentations.

Fortunately, a Matrathon had been plann d for a culminating

acti ity. This consisted of a one dgy activity in the

John Marshall School gymnasium with children from th_

other three schools as guests - both es participants and

cheering sections.

7



Following the Metrathon teachers of the four schools were

given opportunities to express themselves on their expo-

fiances with motrlcat ion. They responded that for the

st part they.had enjoyed it. The teachers realized

that they had stressed linear measurement which was the

easiest to do, and they had allowed themselves less time

for weights and volume. The main problems centered around

three issues: insufficient materiala, difficulty in

,hinking metric", and unfamiliarity with the vocabu ary.

asked why some had lost interest they replied that

they had not "lost" interest, but they had felt inade-

quate When they mildn't find enough material. They

fUrther rev aled that teacher-created materials were

used the most successfUlly.

When the children were given a similar opportunity to

react to their involvement with metrcs, they responded

that they had liked it and hoped that they would have it

again another year. The majority of children enjqyed

the work particularly when using mamipulative materials.



STNT OF THE PROBLEM

While doing the Otady for the introduction of metrication

in the elementart School, administrators and their teachers

made an investigattOn of all available instructional

materials. This Wort indicated that there was a dearth

of metric itemis available to the elementary schools.

In fact, among ths few materials produced co al34r

for use, only %reel games were found. Although the teachers

welcomed the gamA mOdality, they found the content an

suitable for the :pang child.

This led to the Smargence of the idea en his

administrator to ermloarage the formation of a committee of

teachers to develOp metric games designed to stimulate

and extend the intOrest of the pupils and to reinforce

metrication skills In so doing the administrator had to

work with the coMmtttee in order to develop, test

vise, and evaluate 4 group of multi-age, multi.

multi-level gamett.
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PURPOSE OF THE PHACTICUM

To produce in a laboratory s tting a group of original

learner/Verified games designed to stimulate and extend

the interest of the pupils and to reinforce metrication

skills. This effort should have a wide application

and be a major contribution to a successfUl intro-

duction to the study of metrics in the elementary

school.

10
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PROCEDURAL OBJ=TIVES

Children will be exposed to a va iety of m

experiences.

2. The visual modality of the to1al school populat on

will be bombarded with printed thought-provoking

ques ions, posters cartoons, and other appropriate

ma rial in order to stimulate curiosity and

inquisitiveness.

An open forum will be provided for teachers

alyze and classify problemsA

4. Resource personnel will be a4e available in ord r to

sustain the interest generated by the faculty se sion.

5. An investigation will be made to determine the kind

of materials needed to begin an intensive study

of metrics.

6. A questionnaire will be developed to determine the

gaps which may be apparent between the experienced and

the neophyte teachers in etrioation.

7. A eorrunittee of teachers will loc formed and will meet

on a regular basis in order t0 serve as a gu ding

force.



In order to respond to teachers desires and children's

needs each committee memhAr will endeavor to cr te

a metric game.

The interests, maturity, ability, encountered

in the elementary school children mill be considered

as games are presented by committee members.

10. Each game will be presented to children and revi.aed

as necessary with consideration to design color,

and attractive packaging.

11. Tine will: be provided to allow children to play and

evaluate the new games.

12. Games will be sent to other schools to be field

tested and evaluated.

13. An investigation will be made to determine axr possible

arket value.

12
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it 1 ir LITRE/VIVRE

P G

Zn Teviewil,g the Maxi I of the Me Ma Four kt WAS food

hat there was a dearth of metric items avaiaable to the

elementary school. Asong the few aeteriale Invvluced

commercially for use in the elementary achooas only

three games were found. Althovgh teachers welcome&

the pm modality; they found the oontent of the few

published gases unsuitable for the direction iv whioh

they were headed,

"Games have nary values and frq.uenQy play an irevortant

lart on the instructional teas " say Wagner Alexander,

and Hosier. They also olaim that "games vial atom

eipedd up as well SA 8 irengthen learning in the funcli.

;natal skills. Instructional games Will fe,cilitate

learning while rewarding the pupil in terms cf interest

and a variation in the routine of a usual day, One

sailor task of every teacher is to motivate the ohi1 d

to learn. According to the ease source in researchr "

lupe the rxeatest value whicl an be claimed for in-

1
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structional games is that of rntivat1on. " They also

say that games that art "worth their ealtTM are largely

self-motivation. Children liks to 'lay pies and can

learm from. them.

According to Klietsbhe "games are an integmal part of

culture. They may vary ranging from contette, inter-

personal competitive encounters to var. Games are

one way that the player sayt "I can win. Klietsch

emye further that games make the playcr use knowledge,

trategy, and involvement. Cratty Iblievee that gas

in the classroom "should make learning aore palatabae

and effectivt." 3 He also feels that the hyperactive

child can be calmed by Taaying game which will satisfy

the activity of the wind while providing a partIonLar

place to paay and stay. He found that "many older

Negro boys in some schools withinvtto central city of

ny large metropolitan areas art diffioult to reach

2 Etietech, onald G., An_ rgoduat1on:I0 Learr4neC4mes
atiaglalln4 Instruotional Simulations

t. Paul, Ninnesotat 1969 Unit A, p.i.

3 Crafty, Bryant J.;
Academic Abilities Prentioe41sU, Inc., Englew
Cliffe, New Jereeys 1971, pp. 1 end 122,
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with traditional teaching practices. He c1ams that

issmy of these boys could be "conned" into learning by

playing games. According to Radice "there are severe.

advantages of usiitg board games in teaching English as

a second or foreign language."4 Since our large

metropolitan citi es are being infiltrated more and ntore

by non-English erbeaking families and our schools are

faced with teaching these children, games are another

'to break down the initial shyness and. forced

conversation that so often occurs. This same author

says; "The use of games has long been advocated in this

context and the idea of using board games nay be seen

as an extension and sophistication of this approach."

Games have tmaditionally been held. in low esteem
by educators . Fierhare this is because games are
usually associated with play and cither activities
children enjoy, while learning is usually associ-
ated with drudgery and boredom. Recently the
false dichotomy between games and learning has
beg= to dissipate. Educators are gradually
accepting the idea that games may not only en-
hance learning, but also nmy motivate. 3

Buchanan and Locatis add: 'The instructiomal uses

games have often teen Ignored by educators, desrdie the

11. Radice; Francis, "Using Board Games,'
mbar, June, 1973, rP. 271.276.

5 Thomas r, Buchanan and CraIg 14, Loca-tist "Stacking the
Deck for Education," Audio pal IneinictIon,
November, 1973. 33171, 22-26,
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iricreastng general movment to enploy games iu c.

tion." They feel. that card games have a great deal

offer education.

Since the available literature on the research of gaines does

prove the value of games as an instrument to reinforce

basic skills, and since there are very few metric games

available on the elementary level, the writer and her

taff decided to underbake a project to meet this need.
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RELITIMAIrf STEPS

practicum report of the Metric Four

every major nation in the world has converted to

or is committed to conversion. Therefore, elementary

schools should be in the forefront of creating an atmos.

phero of thinidng nietric and ultimately using it aa the

primary language of measurement. 1

In a report to Congress JefTrey V. Odom, Assistan Co-

ordinator, Metrics Activities, National Bureau of

Standards stated that children starting school now will

be graduating into a metric world and that if these

children do not adequately learn metrics, they will be

2
ill-equipped for the world they will inherit.

During the 1973-1974 school year the study of ntrica WAS

introduced in the John Marshall School. The Marshall

was one of the schools involved in the Maxi I metric stud

Participants in the effort included all staff members and

children.

1 M.Bless t n9D.Callahan,M.Grenzeback,C.Man "An EfAirt
to Determine How to Introduce Metrication in the Elementary
School." Maxi 1 Practioum, Nova University, Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, 1974

2 Jeffrey Odom, HA Metric Americ
Publication, July 197L

3 ibid.

17
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..2.1...cations of "Phase 11..ese ation Bostonin

In the spring of 197/4 the Boston Public Schools were

ordered by tbe court to integrate as of September 1974.

As a reault of this court order, Phas- One went into

effect thus causing a major shift of students in many

Boston schools. Although the racial composition at th

John Marshall School remained essenti ally imbalanced,

the student pop

went a drastic c

the students were re

ion of .about thirteen hundred under-

Approximately fifty percent of

thereby bringing into the

school an equal rnunber of new pupils. Consequen

one half of the student body bad not been exposed to any

metric education. This meant that in order to study

trication during 1974-1975 a great deal of what had

been done the year before would have to be repeated with

the add.ed challenge of having to appeal to the metric

i.e. , those who had had it before.

*suit of Phase I was the involuntary transfer

of some teachers from the John liaroshall School because of

lack of seniority. Other experienced teachers who had

never taught metrics were transferred into the school as

replacements.

18



Teacher Involv

At a staff meeting held in mid-Nov 1974 part of th

discussion was centered an the Metric System and our

study of it the previous year. Should we continue with

it? A committee of the faculty "metric veterans

designated by the staff to discuss it with the adminis

trator at a tims convenient to all.

Within a week eight teachers met with the administrator

to discuss the feasibility of continuation and the

problems that needed to be faced. The fact that our

enrollment and some staff members were new was a ma o

factor in determining that some surveys were needed.

Since we needed to know the range of metric knowledge

among the members of the faculty, this committee of

"metric veterans" decided that a questionnaire needed

be developed. After the results had been analyzed

a new committee of staff members 14as formed which in-

cluded some of those teachers less knowledgeable in the

sabject in order to have a committee comprising both

experienc d and inexperienced teachers in the metric

discipline. This revised committee then discussed the

content of the questionnaire. They decided it should

11



be replica as soon as possible, for

diatay after the Christmee vacation. And also they

needed to know the papilso metric background. In a

previous study a pupils' questionnaire had been prepared

to be used as a pretest instrament to determine entry

level of knowledge- in the study of metrics. In re-

examination of this it seemed appropriate to the committee

to have this document used again. In addition it was

felt that another questionnaire should be pre which

would give the children a chance to react to previous

metric teaching. These questionnaires would be developed

and replicated to be ready for distribution to the chil-

dren by January 1975

It WS the coecensus of this interim conunittea, it was

now called, that they would discuss infoIiy the pre-

ious year's study of metrics with other faculty members.

The committee felt that this would get the thinkimg

process directed toward metrics and as a result the e -

tionnaires would be more meaningful.

By the middle of December 1974 the questionnaires had been

developed replicated, and were or distribution. lane

could hear snatches of conversation referring to the Metric

clrith of May 1974 and ito t ials and tribulations.
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PROCEDURES

nerattee

By the second week of January 1975 the interim committee

distributed the following questionnaire to all facu1tiy

members:

1. Did you teach metrics

School last year?

2. It so, check that modality thich best satisfied

'Yes N

the needs of your pupils:

Audio-vi al

Ehnipulative

Textbook

Kit

Teacher-made materials

Other?

Did you find that you had enough of the desired

material? Yes_ No

Is there one factor that you feel has been missing

from the materials that yaur pupils used? Please

explain:



5. Are you interested in having a more thtensi.tied

udy of metrics this yearT

uld you be willing to woek

would serve as a directionsl

ing of metrics in the fUture7

The committee looked at questions #1 and 6 first in

order to see if any of the new teachera were willing to

work on a metric committee. It was felt that the new

committee should be established immodiataly because those

peoplefshould be analyzing the rest Of the questionnaire.

Three of the new teadhers indicated 4 willingness to

am. With their addition the "interim" committee then

became the Steering Committee.

analyzing the rest of the questiOnnaires it was found

that manipulative and teadher-made materials were used

the most in the previous year. Thor said that they lied

a great deal of these materials, but, tOund they had not

enough to sustain the interest of the children. One

teacher indicated that she had made 4 very simple gams

and that"aLl of the'other teachers on her team had used

it or adapted it. They felt and had evidently men-

tioned to other teachers that the game was successful

a c which

teach-.

22



at least one the teachers polled expreased

a desire for more games. All but two to chers were in-

erested in haviN A more intensified atudy of metrics

this year. The As:0ring Committee decided to have an

open forum one afternoon in the last weak of January.

They invited all teachers to a "metric swap" session.

Sone meMbers of the Committee served as leaders to get

the communication started. MUch to the surprise of the

administrator am4 the ccemittee only a few membere of

the faculty did net eons and they explained previouslY

and voluntarily that they were taking courses that day.

One of the naw marbers asked a very pertinent question,

"How much metri00 should a child know iA a given grade?"

The admirdstrator%plained that this had not beim de-

imeated during the previous year because at that time

the participants L4 ot know enough abOUt the teaching

of metrics to estaht sh a set of standards. At this time

the administrator had establi hed arbitrarily certain

requirements for ths children of the John Marshall School

at the completiOn of each grade:

Orade

1 Chia d become familiar with terms



and what they measure: grams meter, and liter.

Children should become familiar with terms:

meter, decimeter, centimeter, and millimeter

and should recognize the prefixes: deci

and

Children should know:

10 decimeters 2 1 me

100 centimeters a 1 meter

1000 millimeters w 1 meter

Grade II -

Children should iaiow material of previous grade.

2. Children should kn-

10 decigrams = 1 gram

100 centigrams = 1 gram

1000 milligrams = 1 gram

10 deciliters a 1 liter

100 centiliters 1 liter

1000 milliliters g 1 liter

Therefore:
1

1 gram = 10 decigrams = 100 centigrains1000 mill rams

1 literM10 deciliters1100 centil ters*1000 Milliliters

Children should be able to add and subtract

using metric terms.

2 4

1



Grade III -

1. Children should know iberial of previous grades.

2. Children should become amiliar with the pre-

fixes: deka_ hecto and kilo

Children should know:

1 dekagram .7 10 grams

1 dekameter = 10 meters

1 dekaliter = 10 liters

1 hectogram 100 $rams

1 hectometer a 100 meters

1 hectoliter a 100 liters

1 kilogram 1000; grams

lkilometer 1000 mat

1 kiloliter 1000 liters

Grade 1V -

1. Children should know m tera1 of previous grades.

2. Children should be Able to multiply using

metric terms.

Children should und tend the Celsius scale

and what the various Oogrees mean in their

lives 1 what clothing should be worn



Grade V

1 iildren should know material of previous

Children should be able to solve problems

involving metrics.

Naturally, the new teachers had the most qiiestions

indicated that they needed as ist; ce Some af then hai

studiedth Metric System incUegè but had not applied

this ia teadhing. Some had no metric backgrouni at all.

The Steer-log Committee responded to this by setting up a

mechanism whereby some of the experienced teachers Idho had

demonstrated, substantive knowledge of the etrld System

would be used as resource personnel for the new teadhers

on a ne-to-ene basis. The one

new teacher woad have to reques

-t was that the

cific :unbar of

the resource personnel. This was done so that _o one woUld

get the feeling of ha

in a week it was repo

requests were made and

someone foisted upon har. With-

o the Steering Comrdttee that

e being fulfilled.

In order to sustain the interest that had Nen genenatel

by the faculty session and the subsequent individual

essions, the Steering Committee agreed on February-15, 1975

to meet on one morning each week before school for one hour.

26



Because of the bussing edules in Phase I, the elemen-

tary schools this year opened at 9125 a.m. instead of the

usual 8:25 a.m. This actuPily gave the teachers the

impetus to arrive early without the feeling they were

coming at the crack of dawn. The administrator attended

All of thecie meetings and -as responsible for providing

the coffee and doughnuts.

On this sa day the Steering Commit- examined the pupils'

questionnaires which had been distributed in the second

week of January. The pretest whiCh was used was:

Name Date

1. A about as long as a

_ pencil

needle

board raer

2. A decimeter is shorter than a meter

longer than a meter

the sane is a meter

Icanbuymilkby th meter

27

liter

kilometer

19
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4. A fee her is as light as a liter

meter

gram

Would 500 grams of popped popcorn fit into the

ame size package as 500 grams of unpopped popcorn?

6. 1.4b1ch is the J.

Yes

No

I don't know

of measure?

meter

kilometer

How many ijters of milk do you drink each

one

less than one

more than one

8. How rnarr grams does a penny weigh?

These pretests had been corre

2 grams

200 grams

20 grams

ted by the taams of teachers.

There was some satisfaction expressed br them that many of

2 8
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the older children who had been in the John Marshall School

during the previous year had retained some knowledge of

tric System. As was expected, the new children

guessed the answers incorrectly as a general rule. The

teachers on t14o of the teams felt that they could draw a

line down the middle of their class lists dividing those

that had remained and those that were new.

The administrator and the Steering Connitt

following:

Grade I pupils -

know no metrics

Grade 11 pupils

1/2 know no me ries

1/2 know less than 50% of Gr

Grade III pupils -

1,'E know no metrics

1/2 know less than 75 of Grade I - Il material

Grade IV pupils

Ili know no

know less than 25% of Grade I - III material

Grade V pupils

know no metrics

1/2 know less than 50% of Grade I - IV material.

29



The second part of the children's questio_ aire asked:

1. Did you study metrics in the John Marshall

School last yearT Yes No

22

2. If so, what did you like about it?

3. WoUld you like to learn more about the Me-ric System?

The Steering Committee was most interested in questioA 2.

Most children who answered this said that they had liked

measuring things as well as each other. Sone children

mentioned having played a agood" gene.

Host members of the Steering Committee felt that the

children should be exposed to a variety of metric ex-

periences as soon as possible and not wait until May

as in the previous year. It was decided that every

part of the building possible should be saturated with

many posters, thought-provoking questions, and any other

visual materials, All of these should be on the walls

by the beginning of March. Much discussion followed

-ith ideas for questions, etc. After these would be on

the walls, all teachers would be asked to keep track of

how many children mentioned them or asked questions about

them. Everyone -toed be asked to note how many children
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stopped in the corridors and elsewhere to read and discuss

the questions. The Steering Conmttee felt that in this

way the visual modality of the total school p pulation

would be bombarded in order to stimulate curiosity and

inquisitiveneds. On February 13th the Stee COut-

mittee met and decided that in order to try to fUlfill

the teachers; requests for games to be used as instruc-

tional material, a new committee should be formed to

work on innovative games. They felt that this committee

should work separately from the Steering Committee but

should report whatever progress was being made. They

canvassed the rest of the faculty to find teachers who

liked playing games and who would like to attempt to

create games which could be used by the children. Ten

more teachers offered their services to be on the Gams

Committee and ag eed to meet with the Steering Committee

and the administrator on February 27th - the week after

vacation.

Az a result of that meeting the Game Committee also

agreed to meet on a regular basis one morning a week

for an hour. The administrator again agreed to attend

all of these meetings and was responsible for providing

the coffee and doughnuts.

3



Metric Month of March

The Month of March arrived and the walls of the corridors

the cafetorium, the gymnasium, the swimming pool, as

well as classrooms proclaimed loudly that metrics had

arrived ag in at the John Marshall School. Visitors

arriving at the school were met with the printed qu

tion on the foyer wall asking, "How many meters are there

from here to the office?" Blank, unlabelled meter tapes

were posted on walls, floors, and even ceilings. From

various points in the building printed questions asked:

"How many meters is i t from this spot to

the cafetorium?"

"How many kilograms do you weigh?"

"How snaivj meters can you side

"How many centimeters tall are you?"

"Can you drink a liter of milk?"

"Could you buy gingerale by the meter or

by the liter?"

Because no teacher had mentioned metrics to the pupils

in the preceding weeks, it was easy for the teachers to

note how many children were evincing an interest because



of the signs. Most teachers reported that a good many

of the older children were asking questions and even

having arguments about the probable answers. The chil-

dren who were in the school last year remembered that

each cla s had meter sticks which the teachers had made.

Now they asked if they could have some out in order to

get some of the answers.

The teachers of the younger children heard them trying

to read the various signs. In many cases phonics

lessons became centered around the new words. The

chilciren who couldn't read were frustrated with the

signs and wanted to know what they were all about.

Visitors going through the building were as intrigued

as anyone. They also asked questions of the teachers.

parents became interested and some said that they

or their husbands used metric measurements at work.

The teachers reported this tm the Steering Committee

who immediately corralled some of these parents.to come

to talk to the children. One team of teachers asked

the parents to participate in a "Show and Tell" program.

One father brought some of his tools which he used as

a m chanic for repairing foreign cars. One mother, a
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came with a few items used in the hospital in

she works. Another father, a pharmacist in-

vited the children to his local stor- so that he

could show them his instruments and other equipment.

The school nurse was besieged by children asking their

metric weight. She finally gave in and weighed all chil-

dren in the school. As she did this, she told each

child his awn height in centimeters and his weight in

kilograms.

The swimming instructors tested all children who could

swim so that they knew how many meters they could do.

Charts were made, and at the end of a month the chil-

dren were tested again for growth. The youngsters

became very serious in their attempts to demonstrate

proficiency.

The physical education teacher had children compete in

the broad jump, the high jump and the 100 and 400

eter dash. This led to competitions among the

classes.

The home economics teacher showed the children patterns

which used both the English and the Metric Systems.
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the five large open-epace areas could sponsor a contest

which would be open to all children. The meMbers dia.

cussed this with enthusiasa and agreed that the five

teams of teachers should be consulted for suggestions.

On the 18th of March the Iontests were announced and

the entrant forms were distributed throughout the school

with the decision that winners would be announced on

April lst.

Each of these ope p

when the John Mardhall Sc

en named for planate

ened in September

1971. The reason for this was that the school was to

be science-oriented. It has a planetarium, a green-

house, a vivarium and three science labs. The teachers

of the areae decided that they should keep the motif

and therefore named themselves Saturn, Pluto, Mars

Venus, and Neptune. I might add that this administra-

tor decided that the office would be called Earth whiCh

is where we must all "get down to itt" Saturn spon-

sored a contest Which asked "How many grams of jelly

beans are in the glass contather?" it was determined

that each jelly bean weighed about a gram, but this

information was not given to the children. The glass
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container was placed on a table in the school's outer

office behind a window in front of which each child

had to pass on the way to the cafetorium.

Pluto ekhibited on a wall just outside its planet a

very large drawing of Smoky the Bear asking, "How many

centimeters tall am I711 At one point two boys were

found measuring Smoky with A meter stick. They were

eliminated from this contest and put on their honor

not to reveal their answer to anyone.

Mhrs simply asked "How many meters are there be_ een

the Dakota Street and the Westville Street doors?" For

the rest of the month you could see children pacing this

distance in order to estimate the meters. Many of th

lost count halfWay and had to rep_at their efforts.

It was especially enjoyable to this administrator to see

a couple of the Mhrs teachers on their hands and knees

measuring the distance with the meter sticksl

Venus wanted to know, "How many liters of milk are con-

Burned on an average dgy at lunch in the cafetorium?"

It was interesting to see the children counting heads

at lunch and then determining how many had two half-

pint containers of milk instead of one. Since there __45
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three separate lunch peri

pounded.

Neptune wan ed to know, "How many kilograms does

Br. Cardoni weigh?" Since he is one of the Administra-

tive Assistant Principals, he was greeted often during

the day by children of all sizes who asked coyly, "Well,

how many pounds do you weigh?" Just as carefUllY, he

replied that'he would have to weigh himeelf on March 31st.

The correct answers for all of these contesta were given

aecretly to the administrator who opened the envelopes

on March 31st. At that point another Adadnistrative

Assistant Principal sat with the Steering Committee to

determine the winners.

One child decided the nunber of grants of jelly beans

was 3148 - within tent One child guessed Smoky the Bearls

centimeters within five -240 cm. The number of liters

f milk was guessed to be 436 - within twenty-three.

Mr. Cardoni's weight - 85 kilograms was guessed within

six. Three children tied for the number of meters be-

tween the two doors - 961/2 m ters. This last contest

required a run-off. Some members of the Steering

Committee ran this. The three children were seat

y was com-
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the cefetorium and told to write on a piece of paper

the number of meters there are from one side wall of

the cafetorium to the opposite wall - withou_ pacing

it out. This eliminated one cancidate, but the other

two children gave the sane answer which was almost

correct! The two children were then asked to estimate

the width of the platform in the rear of the cafetorium.

Again they gave the same answer. They were then

asked to stand at one end or a corridor outside the

office to estimate the length in meter different

perspective. One child nade an error of six meters-

the other child estimated within two meters. Prizes

were awarded in an assembly period to all seven chil.

dren on April 2nd. In addition, the jar of jelly beans

was awarded to Mars, the home planet of the winner of

that contest.

The Steering Committee was given a part of the agenda

of the next in service mee ing on April 9th. At this

time the teachers wre told that the Ganes 'Committee

was wor'ldrig energetically at the task of producing in-

nOvatie games. As these games became acceptable to
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them, the Games Committee and the Steering Committee

woUld present them to be plaYed by children and would then

be evaluated by children and teachers. Because of this

all teachers were asked to continue metrics in some way

for the rest Of the year in order to have children

available. It was agreed that no game would be offered

until it was in a presentable condition. Hopeflilly, the

snags would have been eliminated before this time.

Games Commi

anwhile, the Games Committee *IAA hard at work. On

March Lith the members of this committee met and discussed

their assignment and the problems therein. It was

agreed at the outset that some criteria would need to

be established for the setting up of any games which

would develop. The Ganes Committee developed a set of

criteria and presented it to the Steering Committee

who approved.

Criteria For Games

1. Each game should have an inatructional purpose

and should motivate the child.

2. Each game should have a challenge for the

player
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Each game shoed make the player use his metric

knowledge

performance.

4. Each game should provide students dth metric

nomenclature whidh would be compatible with

that learned in the classroom.

Each game should be made of durable material

which will allow ior many replays.

6. Each gams should have eagy-to-read

whicksailkAvadaratiog-174 the-agnamit-

7. Each gams should be designated for a parti-

cular age span with the mazrity and ability

of players kept in mind.

Each game should be learner/Verified.

Each game should be designed to stinnilate

extend the interest of the play rs

10. Each game should reinforce metrication skills.

U. Each game should be tested by the John Marshall

School students as wall as by those in,

other schools.

12. Each game should be evaluated by children as

ell as by teachers with the question kept in

provide for strategy

4 1



mind "Does this g

of children?"

Each game should be revised as found necessary

14. Each game should be as colorfill as the con-

tent allows.

15. Each game should be packaged attractively.

Pcluaivroamermilttee

The next two meetings were used for brains

ideas arose and some were abandoned either teinpol

pejammtly, By the end of the March 18th meeting

it was agreed that each member would attempt to return

the following week:with a ne created game or at least

a germ of an idea of

On March 25th the Games Committee met at the usual time

with games in various degrees of completion. Three

of the members exhibited complete frustration in that

they had a couple of ideas but had not been able to

execute them for assorted reasons. They simply asked

for more time. Naturally, time was granted because it

became obvious that there was not enough time that morn-

ing to go through the games that had come in completed.

Two meni era had come with half-compl ted games because

4 2
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they had started,on_- that were complicated to produce.

At first a suggestion was made to have a completed game
_

explained to one or two members while another completed

one was demonstrated to others. This idea was vetoed

because everyone wanted to see at the same time each

completed game as it was ahow and explained. The

decision was made to csine one completed game at

a time.

Mrs. WIs game was shown first. She had a pack of sixty

211 x 311 cards which were printed in four colors. Each

color had sixteen cards which made complete sets of

metric matches in grams and meters. A match chart was

provided so that the player would be able to check for

equivalencies:

1 gram = 10 decigrams = 100 centigrams 1000 milligrams

1 kilogram = 100 dekagrams = 10 hectograms = 1000 grams

1 meter = 10 decimeters - 100 centimeters = 1000 millimeters

1 kilometer = 100 dekameters = 10 hectometers = 1000 meters

The committee decided to have four of the members play

the game in order to test it as well as to demonstrate.

Five cards were dealt to each player with the other forty-

four cards placed face down in a pile in the middle.

4 3
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Turns began with the player to the left of the dealer.

The person drew a card. As she had saly same color 2-card

tch as shown on the Batch Table, the player played

them face up in front of her. The numberof cards played

would be replaced by the same mirbir from the center of

table. Other players in turn could add to'each meld

shown. If a plEci could not be made the player retained

all cards in her hand. Play continued until a player

has used all her cards and there are no more unused

The initial play this gamd`showed some problems.

having to use the same color it became too easy. it

didn't take the players too long to deyelop the strategy

of saving a color knowing that eventually there would

have to be at least eight matches. Realizing this each

hand ended in having almost four-way ties. It Was de-

cided that ther- was no challenge to this game as it was

planned. Mrs. W. was the first one to express that idea

which allowed others to ask questions.

One person asked Why she used meters and grams and

omitted liters. Nrs. W. said that she felt that it woUld

be too cumbersome to add thirty-two more cards. Every

one agreed to that.

4 4



Another person questioned why a Mb ric Match Table

should be provided; Wouldn't that make the game too

easy? ftbs. W. said that she felt that the Table should

be used for only the first one or two times a child

played the gaMe. After that time it should be remov

In that way the player would be demonstrating learned

skiils. The group decided that the teacher should

monitor the use of the Table. Another member asked how

the scoring would be done if Player A played a card on

the meld of Player B. After uch discussion it was

suggested that a running _core would have to be kept

with a point for each played card. At the end of each

hand i player would lose a point for each unplayed card.

The first player to achieve one hundred points would be

the winner.

Another member found an error in the Table and started

a discussion as to whether or not it was an error. Ref-

erence material was presented to prove the error« This

also meant that some of the cards were made incorrectly.

Mrs. W. had confUsed "dekameters" with "hec °meters"

and "dekagrams" with "hectograms."



Mks. W. sdggested that the gams be called n

She was gratefdl that so muth time was giv-

and asked for any more suggestions for

ommittee ag

if some chang

corrections.

c Match."

o her game

ement. Th

ed that the game had greatapotsibilit s

were made. Hi's. W. agreed to make the

One member said that no epbasis should

be made on the same color neld; in fact it was sug-

gested to mix the colors fildiAcriminately. It was the

consensus to keep the cards printed with the four

olora_because

tive and might help to stimulate interest of the 131

By mixing the colors the devious strategy that the c

mittee devised would be eliminated.

The Games Committee was amazed to discover that the

meeting time had flown by and only one game had been

presented. Everyone felt, however, that the time had

been spent well and that a process had been developed

for the critique of a game. On April 1st Mrs. W.

presented her corrected vers on and the Games Commi

appr ed "Metric Match" as the first product of their

endeavors.

46
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At this same uc_ Nagic Meter"

as her contribution. This -ed on a paper Which

would-be the top of a score pad for each individual

participant. Mkis. S. thought up this game and had played

it several times with her husband. She said that when

hey played, they discovered a couple of snags but

'solved them. It waS probably this factor that allowed

the game to be approved without difficulty by tOe

Games Committee.

"DekaCax'ds"wa3 press nted-cerApril-ath-tothe-etames

Committee by Mk. C. There was a deck of 54 cards each

marked with amounts of parts of meters: decimate

centimeters, and millimeters. With this one set of

Deka Cards three games can be played: "Metric Show-

down", "Mak-a-Meter," and "Metric Rummy". All members

of the Games Committee enjoyed playing these three

games which were quickly approved.

Mks. R. brought "Centimeter Chase" to the Games-Committee

on April 15th. This game was designed to give practice

in using words, abbreviations, and actual measurements

for centimeters. The playboard consisted of 36 squares

with an assortment of insignia, such as: 4 cm - 4 centi-

4 7



meters and 4 actual drawn lines each a centimeter long.

With the iell.of a die the player would be able to cover

any square that represents that number. mach, player

uses a different color marker to cover his spaces. The

first player to complete a complete raw of eix squares

wins. ,There mai 'a strategy here for the player to

decide to usevthe word, or the abbreviation, or the

syebol not only to improve his own chance to win but

also to block his opponent. The committee members who

-7014-Wd

challenge.

Concerns of 0- Committee

After the spring vacation the Games Committee met again.

At this April 29th meeting the committee nembers stopped

to take stock. During the previous four meetings six

games had been approved. There were 1ndicatons that

another four games were ready to be presented. Two

of the committee members agreed to attend the next

meeting of the Steering Committee which was convening

regularly on Thursday mornings. The Games Committee

had some concerns which needed to be answered:

1. Would the members of the St-- ing Committee

e_Wa on of the
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develop evaluation forms to be used by pupils

who would play the games and by teachers who

would moderate the use of games?

2. When, how, and who should replicate

so ttiat they could be played?

How soon should the games go to the planets?

4. With the anticipation that these gazes will

be in the planets in late May slid during June

and that they might need revision, will it

be -possible -to-hav them-field-tested in

other schools in October through December 19757

Mfteting of Steering_ Committee and Games Comrnittee

On Itty 1, 1975 the representatives met with the Steer-

Cond. tee to present the above concerns. It was th

consensus that the sooner the games were introduced into

the planets the better it would be for everyone. Th

replication of the games would take time; and it was

felt that if this could be done during school time,

everyone concerned would be happier. Two years earlier

a plan had been devised by this same administrator

whereby some regular teachers could be released for a

day in order to orientate teachers who were new to an



open space school

ust to the new situation.

would be replaced

During the current John Marshall School was

allotted fifty of these days. The administrator re-

ported that fifteen days were stil]. available and that

it would be appropriate to use them for the purpose of

replication of the games and indoctrination of teach

who weuld be using the games. This information was

greeted with enthusiasm. It wss agreed that

of the Ganes Cormnittee would be responsible for the rep-

1ication. Some members of the Steering Committee offered

assistance and promised they would hold themselves r

to help in any wgy poseibls.

The Steering Committee agreed to develop the necessary

evaluation forms and would be open to any suggestions.

The committee was also in accordance with the idea af

field-testing outside the John Meehan School in the

fall of 1975.

nuatiductivitContimmi
On May 6th Miss M. presented the "Gram Prix", to the Games

Committee. The game consists of a very colorful game-

beard with the route drawn from the "pit" to the 'finish".

tiith the roll of a die a player moves from space to space

someone to help them

teachers

bstitutes who would be available.

,
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and is represented a miniature sportscar. The skill

involved is to be able to tell how many liters, meters,

or grams are equal to the measurement.mhich is printed in

the space in which the car stops. For example, th

player would have to know that 300 decigrams equal

30 grams, or 7 dekaliters equal 70 liters. There were

bonus squares as well as a crash zone with a penalty.

A Gram Prix Answer Key was provided to be used either

by a moderator or to settle a problem by the players

The-demMittee enjOydd-011-6 Om and gave

immediate approval.

Miss G. introduced Ladder Metrics" on May 13th. The

appearance of this game was very different because it

was neither a boardgame nor a card game. This con-

sisted of a piece of wood which is about fifteen" x

6" x 1" and fitted into an appropriate sized base. On

the one-inch sjdes there are nails which have been

affixed centimeters apart. On one flat six-inch side

are attached three sturdy envelopes - one each for

grams, liters, and meters. In eadh envelope are ques-

tions pertaining to that measurement. In turn each

of the two players draws a question. if the answer



is correct, the play advances one nail higher from

the base. This game man approved even mith the real

ization that replication of this would be a difficult

project in iteelf.

On May 20th Mrs. H. introduced the upe game.

The gameboard was most impressive and had taken hours

to produce. Mrs. M. had drawn the aisles of a super-

market with boxes for the producte one could btiy. The

pinrer d begin play at the door and would finish

a cash register drawn at the other end of the board.

Around the periphery she bed drawn ftuits vegetables,

meat counter, and even pudhearts. The immediate clues-

tion from everyone was, "How can it ever be replicated

for five planets as well as for the Raster set7"

Mk.s. M. admitted that she mvuld never have enough time

to do it. The administrator contacted Mr. Ralph

Rosenthal Assistant Director in the Art Department,

and asked him to come to the John Marshall School to

assist us in this dileMma. Before he came, we examined

the game and attempted to play it. It was very well

thought out but very complex. Mrs. M. explained that



it re no problere and she could teach our o

children to play.

Mien Mi.. Rosenthal saw gams, he said that he oodld

do something about it if tt were drawn in black: ink.

After Mrs. N. did thi p he took her drawing to the

Boston Technical High School. There, it was photo

graphed transparency was made, and'blueprints mere

made from that. The result was a deep blue paper with

--wilite-drawings.--WhemAhilLaiss-glued_to_pc

"Supermarket" was vary impressive.

Miss H. had been asking for small p&ctures of

plants, lamps, etc., for a few weeks. lqhen she in,

troduced "Matgo" on Mky 27th, the committee realized 104y

Miss H. had a large chart which would be affixed to a

wall next to the players. This chart listed all the

itema to agree with small pictures which had been

pasted to cards. Each item on the Chart was allotted

so many meters, decimeters, and centimeters that would

be logical for its size. She had made playing boards

which were 9" x 12". These boards had twelve blocks

the same size as the small pictures. In eadh block she

z w,*



had deignatcd certain metric abbreviations with the

appropriate numbers. A. player woad draw a picture

heck the chart for its size, and check his owm p

ing board to see if he had that size in one of hie

blocks. If he did, he put that picture on that block.

The first child who had a completed horizontal line

won. This game was approved.

Replication Time

The administrator turned over her conference room to be

or replication purposes. Such a beehive

yl Poster boards were purchased for durability.

Rolls of transparent contact were used to coverall

gameboards. Magic markers of ail colors-Were shared

generously. The teachers worked on the floor, on

tables, and on Wails where Charts were hung temporarily.

The hannering of nails was heard constantly. Faces

showed strain concentration, smiles of contentment,

frowns of frustration. Uninvolved teachers kept pop-

ping in to offer assistance. Some of the comments heard

were: "Will you lean on thi ' "Peas the glue, please."

"Hey, watch that paintl" "I just hammered a nail
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croo "14iIi a one help ne with this Con If

'Where did that card go?" Nell/ never finish thisl"

'Whoever thought up this idea arrway?" "Hey, this

looks goode" 11Cti, (expletive deleted), I just ruined

itl" "This doesn't look right, How do you spell

'hectogram with an or an 107" Atte three

thmia, the work was completed and ready to turn aver to

the Steering Committee.

More Games

In the middle of all this the administrator midway-

realized that there was almost nothing for a beginming

firstgrader to paay. Drawing on her experience of a

century or so earlier, Administrator C. created a

game herself. "Gemtimeter RoL." consists of having a

ten oenttimeter mbe which/las five of its sides marked

with 'varying small mounts of centimeters. the sixth

side vas left hlank. Two cr more children cam play

with another child as scorekeeper. The first player

would roll the cute an Ngreed distance on the floor.

If it stopped with "4 cm" on top, the scorekeeper woad

mark "4" or the scorepad. The player would roll again



mid again. Each time his score wcd be added. When

he rolled a blank, his turn was over. When either

player reached a total of ons hundred centimeters the

game was over.

When Mies M. realized the s amity af games for first

grade children, she developed a simpler form of "Gram

Prix. The newest game she called "Le Petit ?rile!.

'stead or sports cars, she used miniature shoes of various

colors az markers, Gn the game board each block rep-

agents I decimeter and every tenth block has a big "PP

epresen.ting a meter. After the child has progressed

on the board by a throw of the die to the sixth "Pr, he has

wan the game,

Pyaluation Sheets

On June 3rd a special combined meeting of the Steerinr

Committee and Games Committee was held after school. The

twelve games were produced and the Games Commdtctee members

ware basking in the admiration or the Steering Committee,

rile members of the Steering Committee wanted to play the

games immediately but held of.f so that the evaluation forms

cculd be offered.- They -auld need to be Xeroxed immedi-

ately. Since no one had any criticism of them, it was

agreed tbat they could be run off the next day*
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EVALUATION SHEET n

Yo132" nano

Age

Nara of the game

Did you like it?

Did you. understand the directions

With whom did you play?

Who won

Wonld you play it again?

Did you learn anything from it?

t do you remember?

comments?
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Name

What g

1ev d you use these g

Would you use the games aga

Do you have any adaptations the g es?

Comments?
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On June th the games wi h instructions and evaluation

sheets were distributed among the five planets. All

teachers were advised to discuss the playing of apy game

with any member of the Games Committee.

On the following Tuesday, June 10th the Games Committee

met at its usual time. Some gg tions for revisions

were made for some of the games. The writerls creation,

Centimeter Boll, was the first to have its rUles changed.

As originally planned a player woUld continue to roil

the 10 centimeter cube until the blank side was shown.

His turn then ended and the next player would start

rolling. A committee member found that one little boy

had twelve consecutive rolls before the blank showed.

The result of this was that the other two players became

bored and walked awayt The rUle was changed so that each

player had one roll which was to be his turn. If he

rolled a blank, he was given a bonus of five points

and one extra turn. It was later reported that thi-

change made the game faster and interest was su tained.

Another committee member suggested an added rule for

Le Petit Prix. She said that as the children played,

they enjoyed the game but were not learning anything

5 9



about metrics. When she disc she added a

new rule for her pupils. As the pleyer rolled a die

to a 4 (or any other number), he moved his marker four

spaces and had to say, "1 moved four decimeters.

need to move six more decimetere to make a meter." In

this way the teacher felt that she was instilling the

fact that ten decimeters equal Ons meter. The rest of

the Games Committee agreed to this addition.

The Games Conmittee decided to meet on June 13th and

asked to have the Steering Committee meet then also.

At this meeting Mrs. M. asked ir she could discuss her

game, Supermarket. She said that when the game was

introduced to the Ganes Committee on Mhy 20th she

insisted that the game was not too complicated for the

elementary child. She found, however, that when the

game was given to some of the most advanced children

in her planet, they could not play it unless a teacher

sat with them and guided each player's move. Mrs. M.

suggested that Supermarket be removed from the list

of games.

SOW of the other committee members agreed that the game

waa too complicated but they felt that too much time

and effort had been devoted to the replication to have

6 0
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it asted. One member suggested that the gaineboard

could be used in a very simple way if Mrs. M. would agree.

The suggestion was that primary children could use it

by having the players advance up and down each market

aisle by the throw of a die. When a player landed at

a product on the shelf, he could say simply how that

item would be measured ... by the gram, the meter, or

the liter. Since that knowledge waa one of the re

quirements for Grade t, this would satisfy a need and

could be used as a review for the older child. An x-

amination of the gamsboard showed that there were

products for eadh of the three categories. The entire

Games Committee agreed on this change and hrs. M. was

happy that her time had not been wasted.

At this same meeting two members brought to the atten-

tion of both committees th t no one had mentioned a

post test which should be given. These two teachers

had mentioned it to the administrator the previous week

d with her permission had developed a test to be

given to the Children. They said that they would be

willing to Xerox and distribute the test if teachers

would give it to the pupils on Wednesday, June 18th.

This was acc ptablo to all.
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PC6T TEST

Planet

1. A man who measures 2

as asset to

a, a basketball team

b. a midget team

c. a side show freak

2. A 300 Celsius day would be

cool

hot

c. very cold

A 100 gram hamburger woild be

a. a quarter pounder"

b. a small meatball

. enough for two people

Fill in the following blanks:

I mete centinsters

1 lite deciliters

2 kilometers r. meters

200 grams dekagrams

centimeters 30 millimeters

kilograms box grams

Gr

all would be

6 2
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30 deciliters liters

kilogr ms = 200 dokagrams

2 grams milligrams

4000 millili

and centimeters

7. 500 CM W

8.

liters

used to me

in the Metric S

means 1 part of 100 parts.

cm 7 m

In the space below draw a line segment about 1 cm

long without using your ruler.

10. The

capacity in

11. "Kilo H means

is a Unit used to measure

System.

12. One kilogram is the same as grams.

13. One of water weighs one kilogram.

14. 2000 g 0 kg

15. .g = 5 kg

16. A cube 10 cm long 10cm wide, and 10cm high has a

capacity of one

Since school was to close on June 20th for the summor

vacation, the combined Steering and Games Committees
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to collect all games on June 19th

all markers, rules, and other material

ware stored witi the proper games. The Steering Committee

agreed to be responsible for the collection of the pupils*

and teachers evaluations of the games.

The teachers on. these committees and the administrator

expressed the feeling that their time had been spent in

a very worthwhile way. Thus, with the pont tests, games,

and evaluations collected metrics came to a halt in the

John Marshall School for the 19744975 school year.

Autumn& 341,:q

September, 1975 began another year of desegregation called

Phase II in the Boston Public Schools. Again, we xpe-

rienced a few changes of teachers and many changes of

pupils. Needless to say, metrics would not be welcomed

in the first few weeks of the school year.

On October 8th the writer convened a meeting of

Steering and Games Committees after school. At this

seesion they were informed that the administrator would

be having major surgery during the following week and

would be absent for an extensive period of time. It

was explained that Edmund Cardoni, one of the Administra-

6 4
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tive Assistant Principals who had been a tending many

of the metric meetings of the previous year aa u2nd-

in-command'', would be in bill command until the writer

returned to school.
a

Plans were discussed to have the metric g s field-

tested in other schools. Everyone agreed that the Charles

Taylor School (Boston) would be one school thAt rnigt

be receptive to testing the games. The principals of

the Fletcher School (Cambridge) and Mystic $chool

(Winchester) had offered during the previeus ;Pear to

test any games for us. Mi... Cardoni sgreedtc contact

these three principals immediately to cheeX their cur-

rent interests. As they had made up the Oat of the

Metric Four with the writer, it was anticipet01 that

they would agree to participate in the field-testing

The teachers said that they would check 'with their

friends in other school systems to see if tne Metric

System was being taught. If so, this ion

might give other sources for field-testing. As a

result of thts, games were distributed during the first

week of November to schools in Dorchester$ Cailbridge,

Winchester, Cohasset, Worcester, Sudburyp and Maynard

65
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lachusotts. Ev al to be made out by

pupils and teachers ao aLed them as did the

quest that the games bo rad for collection by Dow:um-

ber 1 1975.
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IMMO OF GAMES

CENTLIETER CMS

CENTIMETER CHA5E,

Parts 0 was:

Gameboard

Die marked from 1 to 6 cm

Markers 1 color for each n ayer

67
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Number of Players: 2 to 3

Age of Players: 7 to 9

This game is designed to gvepractce in using words,

abbreviationsl, and actual measurements for centimeters.

Object of G To cover a set of six squares in a

straight line first (horizontal or vertical onlY)

Rules:

1. Playe

2. A p1ar ay c

the number on th

Each player uses a dif ere

to cover his spaces.

If all match f °red, player

le5qs turn.

The first player ,o complete a straight

row wins.

:13r_ ents

or viaricer
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TER ROLL

Parts of Game

10 centimeter cube marked on five sides: 2 cnt, 14cri.,

6 cm, a cms 20 cm, and one side blank

Paper and pencil

Number of Players:. 2 to, 7

Ag Players: 6 and 7

The giiio is designed to give praciice in adding centimeters
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Object of Game: To obtain a total score of 100 centi-

motors thereby getting to 1 meter

Rules:

10 Players roll the cube in t

each score.

Add the numbe- of cm to the playerl!i own

previous score.

If blank side rolls up, d a bonus f 5 cm

and take another turn.

The first player to get to 100 cm wins.

7 0



DEKA - CARDS a

Gam 1 - Hetric Sho own

Parts of Game:

Deck of 54 cards marked in am

centimeters d millimeteri

of decimeters

63
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Number of Playe

Age of Players:

The gan Ia designed to give practice in conversion amo

deal centi and millimeters

Object of Game: Tc have the larger number of c

from opponent o.fter going through the Deka-Cards once

Rules:

1.. Shuf e

2. Dea3. entire 7.) Each ayer now has

a pack of 27 cards faced down.

Each player turns the top card ov

14. The player with the higher measurement

showdown and takes the 2 cards.

If the cards stow same mea.9urement play Doable

Showdown: Play 3 cards face down and turn the

next.card aver. The plavar with the higher

are wins Double Showdown and takes an ten cards.

6. ter the players use all cards in original

pile, the game is over.

7. The player with more of the cards Ans.

Game 2 Mak-a-Meter

Parts of Oamo:

7 2
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Deck of 54 cards (same as abov

Number of Players: 2 - 4

Age of Players: 8 11

Object of Game: To make 3 meter measurements with 7 cards.

One meter will be made up cf millimeters, one of centi

meters- and one of decimeter's. One meter will be made

with 3 cards one with 2 cards and ene with 2 cards again.

Rules:

1. Deal 7 cards to each palyer.

2. Put remaindng cards in a center pile and turn-

over top card.

First plrar decides if he wan. s the top card.

If he wanta jt, he takes it and discards one

card from hand.

If he does not want top cardo.he takes one from

pile. He can keep this card and discard another

or he can discard this card.

6. Each player takes turn in rota ion always re-

taining'7 cards ia hand.

The first player to make 3 meters

using all 7 cards v114:3.

Amu 3 - ntr
n.st==,JElirmaireml.mr,N.



?arts of Game:

Deck o 54 c

Age of Players: 8 - 11

Object

all of

e: To male The first persdn to US6

ds in his hand endS the round

Wes:

1. Deal 7 cards to ea

2 Put

ay

can pile

First player decides i he wanti the top card.

If he takes this card,

diately to laY down 6 m ter on the table. Player

may use 2, 3, or.4 carda to make a meter.

If he does not want this top card, he picks one

from pile. If he has A meter in his hand, he

an lay these cards on the table. H then muat

discard I card._

6. Discarded cards are t be arranged so that all

players can see all ards in the pile. If a

player wishes to u 0 of the cards in the

must use it imme-
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discard pile, he must pick up all the cards above

his Choice and use the choice card immediatay

to make a neter. Place the meter cards on the

tablei. All other cards he picked up become part

of hit: hand.

When the first person uses all of the cards in

his hand, that round ends.

How to Score:

1. Each player gets 1 point for each meter made on

the table.

2. For each meter and part of a neter left in

player's hand, he imist subtract 1 point from

his scor

The winner ±sthe first player to score 11 meters.
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Ntsri
Liwr

Parts of Gan_ .

Gamaboard

Die

5 small sports c

Answer Kay

Number of Play s: 3 - 5 (If necessary, an acid, onal ar-

son may act as a moderator to use the Answer :Key w±ch

accompanies game to be sure players are giving, the correct

answers.) If players can multiply and divide and know

7 6
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the metric prefixes the derator

be eliminated.

Age of Players: 10 - up

er Key may

Skill: To be able to tell. bow many grans meters, or

liters are equal to the measurement in the space on

which the car lands.

Object of Game: To get m the pit to the finish line

first.

&ties:

1. Roll the die and move

spaces. Then the plAyer

grams, meters, or liters. If the answer

correct, player will remain in that spec

answer is incorr ct the player must return to

spec,' of his last correct answer.

2. Bonus - If player landa on a bonus or "move

ahead" space, he moves the number of spaces

indiratad. To stay there, he must give correct

co numbe

give the umber or

answer as above. If answer is incorrect

must return to space or his last correct answer not

in a "bohu or "move ahead" space.

First player to reach finish lino wins.

7 7
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LADDER . METRICS

Parts of 0

Metric Laddez

2 markers with holes ( imilar to spools)

QuestionS

7 8



Nu:er of Players: 2

Age of Players: 9 - 11

This game is designed to check the co

knowledge of Metrics.

Object of To reach the top of ladder before

opponent.

1. First pl er chooses a card from

envelope which is attached to lad

passes the card face down to his Opponent.

2 Opponent reads the question aloud.

3. If player answers question correot4$ e moves

his marker up the ladder. The c itacates

the number of nails he can climb.

If player answers incorrectly, he dose not

move his marker.

The first player to reach the top nall winS.

7 9
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Gamebotav:i.

it wooden shoea

Die

Number of Play 2 4

Ag e of Pl ayers 7

Sicial: To count to a meter by decimeters
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Object To. get from pit h line farst,

Ron a die and nve shoe to proper space*

2. Player must soy, have moved decimeters*

I need to move decimeters more to make

ameter.n

gr rotates in turn making sure that player

ftllows directions in nonue and problem spaces*

The first player to reach finish line wins*
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MA07 Isi4TER'

moiNINIMME MOM

IMMIN MINIM

IIIMMINIME11101111010111

4.=maimilinitil WM.
MMMMUMOMMI

111WommimmilMMUM11MIlms
MMEMMEMMINMONWINEM
mommEMNOussomMOMMOR
MEEMMIMMMENUMMONOMMUM

Parts of G

Magic Meter score sheets

5 Magic Meter dice

Dice cup

Pencils

Number of Playoro: 2 - 4

Age of Players: 9 - 11

Object of G : To attain highest score

8 2



Rules;

1. Each player keeps his own score on a Magic Meter

score sheet marked with his name.

Each.player shakes a die. The one with the

high t number goes first.

FLJt player places all five dice in cup2 shakes

the cup and rolls out the diq.e.

4. Each turn consists of n maximum of three rolls.

5. If the player chooses idu rola a second and a

third time he may pick up any or all the dice

and roll again. It is the skillful use of these

two optional rolls of the cice that can turn an

unlucky first or second roll into a h h-

sco

6. A score must be entered after the third or last

roll in the appropriate box or a zero entered in

a box of the player's choice. There are 14 boxes

on the score sheet. On each complete turn the

player must score in one of the 14 boxes. He

might choose to -.-k in the top or bottom half

of the sheet. The boxes may be filled in any

ii
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order according to the player's beat ju6L-
.

7. If a player scores more than one Magic Met

(all M's), he may fill in any blank box wi h

the maximum score for that box.

The player with the highest Grand Total wins.



ME'Inc)

METGO
Furn fure.

to too

-M ETGO
Furniture

Parts of Game:

Wall chart

14 Gameboards

50 Picture rards

50 dm



Number of Players:

Age of Players: 6 8

78

Game 1

Rules:

1. Each player has one game bos4;d.

2. Shuffle cards and deal out 6 cards to each player.

3. Place extra cards face down on table.

4. Players check chart to see if any cards they

holding match board. If there is a match, place

picture on appropriate box.

First player drawn a card and checks to see if

it can be used. Discard one c8rd to bottom

cf pile.

The first player to use up all her cards wins.

Rules:

as above

2. First player to cover boxes horizontally or

3 boxes vertically

8 6



METRIC MUCH

Parts of G:-e:

Deck of 64 espec_

Match Table

marked cards

8 7
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Number of Players 2 L 6

Age of Players: 10

Object of G To match as many cards as possible to

earn points.

Rules:

1. Deal 5 cards to each player. Place rest of cards

on table face down.

2. Player to left of dealer plays first

Each card ir worth I point. Player puts down

apy matches he has. A 2 card match is worth

2 points; a 3 card match worth 3 point ; a

4 card p..Jh is worth 4 points. (The match

Table shows matches.)

Each player makes hes when it is his turn.

For each card he uses to make a match, he can

draw a new card from the unused deck.

Play proceeds in rotation until a player has used

all his cards and there:4re no more in the deck.

-Each persoa adds his score in turn. He gets

1 point for each card used, minus 1 point for

each card remaining in his hand.

The first player to make 100 points wins.
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SUPERMPIRKET

wavv.f.

parts of Game:

Gameboard

Markers - one for each player

Die
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timber of Players: 2

Age of Players: 6 - 8

Object Game: To be able to identi w each tore

item can be measured.

Rules:

1. All players roll die. Highest -number will

determine first player.

2. First play will roll die and move proper number

of spaces. He must tell how store product can

be mea ed - by gram, liter, or meter.

If answer i. rrect, player mgy leave his

marker there until next time.

Play rotates by turn.

First player to reach cash regi

9 0
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Name of Gime

SUNNI OF GAS

Skill Reinforced Age of Number of

Pla ers

Components

Centimeter Chase Use of words, abbreviations 7-9

and actual measurements of

centimeters

Crtimeter Roll Addition of centimeters

Deka - CaMs

1. Showdown

2, Mak-a-Meter

3. FleLric Rummy

Gram Prix

Laddcr-Eetrics

6
Le Petit Prix

Conversion amongst deci-

meters, centimeters and

millimeters

Addition of combinAtions of

above to mak0 meter

Knowledge of metric prefixes

and ability to interpret to

basic measurement; i.e,

meter, liter, and gram

2-3 Gameboard

Markers of three colors

Appropriately marked die

6-7 2-7 OapCeer

Pencil

ntimetcr

8.11 2

8.11 2-4

6.11 2-4

10 up 3-5

Comprehensive ktowledge of 9-11 2

metrics

Counting to 10 and knOwl-

edge 10 dm

91

Deck of 54 cards marked

in decimeters, centi.

meters and millimeters

Gameboard

4 sports cars

Die

Answer Key

6.7

Metric Ladder

2 markers (spools)

Questions

Gameboard

4 shoes

Die



iaEic etx Addition of comb- tions

to make meter

9-il 1 Mag1i Metor Score Sheet

Mc Meter Dice
_ cup

' ils

I

Development of concept of

size in metrics

6-8 2-4 Wall chart

4 Ganaboards

5Opcturecard

/

tric '.-iatch Knowledge of metric

equivalents

7-10 2-6 Deck of 64 cards

.0
Supermarket Knowledge of appropriate

term to measure any given

item

6-8 Gameboard

Markers-1 for each player

Die

.J1 gamo have written rules

Note: Gam 1) 2, 3, 6, 7; 8 9 can be converted to gram or liters inatoad of pketers



EVAILATION

The Scriven Product Evaluation Profile was used to determine

whethe- the p acticum was effective in meeting the needs

and objectives stated below.

Needs

A. There should be a step-hy-stetp --h,nsive

building of metric sk fol t_Lidr.ln in the

elementary school.

There should be an adequate training program

in metric knowledge and skilla for teachers.

There should be a number of metric games devel-

oped as an added dimension 2or the reinforcement

of the skills necessary for the futur

Terminal obaqinn

A. It is expected that the average child in each

grade will know at least eC5 the requirements

for the grade.

The following graph shows the results Of the

pretest given in Januarl 1975 and the post tglet

given in June 1975:
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L. -r5

r:=1
- Metric knowledge as of January 1975

- Metric knowledge as of June 1975

Note: Grade III did not achieve objective because this is
the grade in whi.ch the Greekprefixes are introduced. The
concept of the multiples of grans, liters, and meters is
understood, but the terminology causes confusion.

9 6



le ex-- ted that all 0. rs of the

Jehm harshall School will be comfortable with

mar. cm and will be able to teach the syrAem to

the prupiln.

One of the teachem told the writer, "Last year

1 taught metrics to the chi1dren el but I ra only

0_ Step ahead of them. 'This year I en oyed

caching metrics I"

Scvcrl of the membsrs of the Steering Co

4

ropOrted how nuch nore rOaxed the tcachez felt

thin year with metrics. an fact 0 ono complained

about it.

The writer observed that all tcacher did tsa h

trication this year. It the 1 74 echo 1

year three teachers could not be convinced that

they should even attempt it.

The questionnaires which the teohe rs conpieted it

Arne 1975 proved to the wTitor that thin objective

was ftlfilled.

C, It is expected that the teachers of the John Ma rsha1i

Schwa will create a ninitun of ton games for pri

mary ard elementary childzen suitable to their

particular levels

The teachers did develop ten games which have beet

97
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described previou

X, Centimeter Chase

2, Centimeter Roll

3. Deka -Cards

Sheud

b. Mak-a-Meter

C. Metric Rummy

4. G ami Prix

5. Ladder - Metrics

6. te Petit Prix

7. Magic Meter

8. Metgo

9. Metric Natch

10. Supermarket

Pictures of each of these

ing there are in the kippendix.

Proclact Evaluation Profile

1. Need (Justification)

hildreri play-

Since there is a real need to teach metrics in the

elementary school, there is also a genuine need to

find ways t4 reinftrce the skills being taught and

to austain the interest of the learner. Good

instructional games csri nrovi4e this.

98
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14.

Market Dis emination)

There is definite value inhavi_ng metric games

available for the elementary schools. As the

metric system beconies more widespread thm market

will have to expand.

Performance - True Field Trials

True field trials were made with approx±nately

2585 children and sixty-two teachers.

Performance - True Consumer

There were three groups of consumers of tbis p oject:

children, teachers, and adanistrators.

Performance - Crucial Compariso

Since there were not competitive products which

were relevant, no comparisons could be made.

6. Performanc - long Term

Fram the in ere t that has been demonstrated by

Boston as well az other school systems, it is

evident that these genes will be used innaw

places for a long time.

Performance Side Effects

Some teachers wbo were involved in the developm nt

of the metric genes have indicated am interest in

prodzeing good instructional ganes in subjects other

than ni es. Attjtudinal. chnei houinc

tive reactions became obvi _

9 9
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Per ormance - Process

The process centered ar und the establishment of

committees based on the aforemnntioned needs and

related aspects.

9. Performance - Causation

No other procedure would have been conduc ve to

establishing the desired results.

10. Performance - Statistical Significance

1585 dhildren and 62 teachers cam be considered

adequate sampling

11. Performance - Educ 'Lima]. Significance

Comparison of pretest and post test results proved

that significant learning took place among the

children.

12. Costs and Cost-Effectiveness

The greate t expenditure -was in the time of the

teachers involved. The cost of each item used in

the games was minimal. nhe interest demonstrated

by the consumers justified the expense of time

and effort.

13. E)ide12122_cteriort

It is conceivable hat now that the metric systen

is becoming more widespread, teachers will continue

100
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to create more games in this area. It is also

obable that other teachers will be intrigued

by the game potentials in other educational

disciplines.

101
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REOONDATIOr3

As a result of this experimental project th_ following

recommendations are made:

1. Faculty members should be encouraged to evaluate all

metric materials according to the cr teria estab-

lished by the Games Committee,

2. Since games that are learner/verIfied have proven to

be a successftl tool in teaching all educators should

check for this form of field-testing before purchas-

ing or using unfamiliar material.

Faculty members should be encouraged to share any

creative material or ideas, and administrators should

provide the inietu s and atmosphere for this sharing.

Nembers of the faculty and administration should

pool their resources in order to reproduce worth-

while games and educational material.

The process and techniques developed by the teachers

of the John Marshall Schlol should be shared with

others.

6. Faculty members should be encouraged in applying for

State of Kassachusetts Chapter 636 funds to under-

write further game development in other subjects.



Mr. Richard A. Carbone, State Department of Education,

Chairman c Advisory Committee, should be in-

vited to the John Marshall School as soon as time

pernits in order that he might view the new metric

games and also see children of various ages playing

them. He vill have an opportunity to meet children

who are conversant in the terminology and under-

standing of metrics.

The Boston School Department should examine the games

with the view of having them reproduced for use

throughout all eler itary schools and have them

become part of the curriculumigpide.

The committee approach aa used in the John Marshall

School should be a model for introducing new con-

cepts and programs to faculties and students in

other schools.
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Members of the Ste and Games onutttees were excited

that the teachers and pupils in the Oletside schools under-

stood the directions and, most important of all, found

the metric games worthwhile. No one auggested any changes.

This was due, the John Marshall teachers felt, to the care-

ful screening of each game as it was introduced and to the

thorough testing of the games in June by the John Marshall

teachers and pupils.

The joint opinion of staff and the writer that the games

are of superior qeality was verified by the request of

-thematics consultant from the Department of Staff

De elopment (Boston) to use the games, in a workshop in

the spring of 1976.

The dhildren found their metric experience more enjoyable

because of the availability of pertinent gaines. They

ere also very impressed that their op/id ns were con-

sidered valuable. Student evaluatiehe are v ry helpfUl

and stimulate the child's interest in learndng.

The teachers found that the games faalitated and made more

pleasant the teaching of metrics. They also agreed that

having a prescribed set of skills and requirements for

each ae 1.evel simplified the instruction of the metric

sys Le 104
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The a1i istrator found that the more thorough the training

of teachers the more enthusiastic is their approach to

teaching and the better the children learn.

At this time unfortunately the games will not be published

commercially. The administrator has written to four com-

panies to offer any of the netric games for commercial u

No response has been received from three of these pub-

lishers. One gentleman called fron the faurth company to

say that at this time he could not be considered as a

potential publisher of any games He said that financially

it is a bad time and that perhaps in a year or two he

could look at the games.

Teacher evaluation of the metric games vas one of our most

important aspects. Their input was considered vary seri

ously. Instead of having a Ketrie Mnth af Earch in 3.975,

they had Metric Months of March, kpril, and Eay pre-

ceding tbe one month of Metric Games in June! It is to

the credit of the teac ore that the children were able to

look forward to June without hailing become bored. The

meMbers of the Steering Committee had extended themselves

in sustaining the interest of the teachers.

The development of the games took tine, much more than had

been anticipated originally, bat the flnished products

were judend to be -orth it,
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